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those tourists. In the teachers’ eyes, they only see the dying fish are in need of their 
help. I was so touched in that moment. The teachers are so compassionate toward 
fish, not to mention to human being. That moment was so impressive to me.  

Last year I was suffering from kidney stone in Vancouver, the symptom began 
from aches in my lumbar. My wife continually gave me adjustment. I even put a 
hand on C7 and another on the suffering area when I slept. A couple of days later, a 
0.9 cm kidney stone was cleared when I urinated. When I showed that sharp stone 
to my doctor, he said “wow! You are too good to put up with pain, that’s all I can 
say.” Actually, during the whole process, I almost feel no pain at all. All the credit 
should be given to Longevitology. A few months ago, another small kidney stone 
was cleared, what a nice surprise! (Don’t even know I still have it in my body) 

Through Longevitology adjustments, many incredible things happened. All it 
takes is to sit still with a peaceful mind and literally reach out your hands and the 
energy and compassion will be generated, don’t doubt about it. 

My mother passed away two years ago at the age of 84. At her last few years, 
she was suffering from the heart disease and weak physical conditions. She had 
difficulty to sleep and always thought that she was going to die soon. She even 
prepared her own shroud already.  

I frequently gave her adjustment at that time. Whenever she was lying on the 
bed or sitting on the wheel chair, I went near to her and put my hands on her chest. 
During the adjustment, my mother always smiles and looks at me. Sometimes she 
touched my face a few times with her powerless hands, and sometimes she put her 
hands on my knee or leg and lightly tapped it; just like every mother takes care of 
her baby in her arm. There were several times when she fell so comfortable and 
were about to fall asleep, she leaned lightly against my arms. So there were several 
times, an 80 years old mother leaned against her 50 years old son. It fell so close, 
so intimate. I usually wonder, if it wasn’t Longevitology, many people will not 
have the chance to touch their beloved family, to pass their love and care. I 
believed my mother should know that I love her so much. It was such a pity that I 
have not learnt Longevitology when my father was still alive. My father and I, as 
two men, didn’t have much interaction, and I didn’t know how to show my love to 
him…….  

After my mother passed away, very often I think of the time when I gave her 
adjustment. I believe my mother must be also thinking at that time that “this man 
that I’ve raised is now telling me through his hands that how much he loves me!” 


